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Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

To think about the term: wearing, does it only mean wearing the clothes which belong to us? What if we

change it to anonym, spread it to worldwide?

The aim I would like to achieve is reframing ownership of garments. Choosing an accessory and sending

it to a peer can be a start-up. That peer's sending the accessory to other peer and then that one to

another will be the next steps.. Every stop the accessory visits is a connection between people that have

never seen each other before. Isn't it exciting to receive a package which has a past and sending it

anywhere while adding your own story?

Updates can be done on the forum whenever receiving the accessory to show participants how far we

go, which stories we have.. via a photo or anything else. If the trip lasts more than course's time, we can

continue updates on any possible platforms such as e-mail group, Twitter..

In my opinion it is better to pick a stuff which is unisex, free of size etc for large participating and an

accessory seems the best. Due to limited time and travelling such a long distance, this project is

unfortunately out of assignment that may take more than a month. I appreciate any kind of ideas to

improve the project.

Regardless of disadvantages I kindly invite you all to join this lovely journey. Let's draw our special route

on the world!

· flag
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Dina Soufi · 6 months ago 

Hi Hasan,

I found your idea is really interesting. So you and other peer can exchange a piece of clothes and wear

it? I wouldn't mind it, but it would take time until the shipment is recieved which could affect our assigment

deadline. What do you think? 

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Instead of exchanging, a piece of clothes will be sent to a peer by me at first and then that peer

will send it to another peer and so on. That same stuff will be travelled throughout the world by

peer to peer. Every photo can be a good way to emphasise the new owner.

Absolutely it is out of assignment cause of time limit (every shipment may take 7-10 days)

Indeed, in long term it is a kind of game where players just vary by countries.

· flag

+ Comment

Judit Bajza · 6 months ago 

I really like both ideas.

To send one thing to travel all  aournd the world.

and the other idea too when our things will be send to each other with the story of the tool :)

And how will this possible ,? and what will be aim of these project? :)

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

The aim of project is changing perspective of ownership. In some countries second hand stuff

may be common, but even you buy anything second hand or not, you are the owner of that

garment. In the project there is no owner, a stuff just belongs to someone for a short period,

most of the time it is anonym. Wearing a thing that isn't yours is a way to wear something

different.

The execution needs just a group of motivated people. It would be great to participate from

various countries to make the longest distance. We are all online so it isn't a big deal to keep in

touch.

· flag

+ Comment

Nida Ahmad · 6 months ago 

This is a fab idea!!! I am in!!! it sounds so exciting and way better than geochaching !!!!!

· flag
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Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

I've never been in geocaching but it seems enjoyable.

· flag

+ Comment

Vinnie Gill · 6 months ago 

This sounds exactly like the sisterhood of the travelling pants! Have you watched it? Good idea And yes

better than geocaching!

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

No, I haven't. When googling the title I realized the concept of travelling is quite similar to ours.

· flag

Peter Norton · 6 months ago 

I personally think this idea is AWESOME! I am imagining the sense of connectedness and bond

you would experience as you see strangers across the globe wearing not only the same style

of clothing you have but the very same actual item that has been against your skin at some

earlier time.  I really love this and would be vey happy to participate if you can get it off the

ground.  Brilliant (even if a little outside the scope of this assignment).

· flag

+ Comment

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

So can I assume these people would like to join?

Hasan - Turkey

Dina - Saudi Arabia

Judit - Hungary

Nida - U.S.A.

Vinnie - Scotland

Peter - Australia

· flag

Judit Bajza · 6 months ago 

yep :) i would to be a part of it :)

· flag

Judit Bajza · 6 months ago 

And what do you think about if we would bring this tool to our city /home sightseeing?
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And of course after we share the photos here  :)

How will be find out what will be the garment. ?

And role of cities and persons?

Thanks

· flag

Nil Saygın Yalın Signature Track · 6 months ago 

i'm in!

you may take a picture with a view of your city or culture. what i wonder is what would be the

item? a hat? sunglasses? socks or gloves? something to ship easy and not so fragile.

· flag

Judit Bajza · 6 months ago 

Yes i think that will be goodif wecould take a picture near to our sightseeing.

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Judit, I totally agree with you about photos. I'd love to see participants and thier neighborhood

but someone may concern about privacy, so it is up to the peer to show or not.

· flag

+ Comment

Małgorzata Budzik-Płatek · 6 months ago 

Oh, I'm totally in! That's a great idea, Hasan :) For the item - what do You think about an unisex bracelet

(handmade or from the shop)? If it's handmade we could also put or draw something on it. I also like Nil's

idea about gloves (wearing them in spring or summer can be pretty interesting).

· flag

Judit Bajza · 6 months ago 

I support the bracelet , just i think i should not be from pearls or something what could easily

split :)

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Małgorzata, I tried to buy a handmade bracelet. Hope it was similar to you mentioned cause I

like your idea.

· flag
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+ Comment

Vinnie Gill · 6 months ago 

Yes I am in ! - agree something that wouldn't break, light - think of postage !

· flag

+ Comment

Vinnie Gill · 6 months ago 

one of those friendship bracelets types. nothing leather in case some people are against those types of

goods. nice and thin and light !

· flag

+ Comment

Kristina Zill · 6 months ago 

This site allows you to swap clothing. Is that similar to what you want to do?

http://refashioner.com/how-it-works

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Not exactly, we'd like to let an item to travel among us. No swapping, just one item.

· flag

+ Comment

Yogita Lall · 6 months ago 

This is an excellent idea - very much like the Travelling Pants movie :) 

I would love to participate - South Africa Johannesburg.

If you have not agreed on an item yet, could I suggest maybe a soft hat?  Like this: 

 

Thanks Kristina for sharing that link - It is very useful to me, for another social good project I am working
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on.

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Unfortunately I don't have any. I've just uploaded some items, we can choose one or we can

look for the alternatives.

· flag

+ Comment

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Current list of participants:

Hasan - Turkey

Dina - Saudi Arabia ?

Judit - Hungary

Nida - U.S.A. ?

Vinnie - Scotland

Peter - Australia ?

Nil - Turkey

Małgorzata - Poland

Yogita - South Africa

Erika - Costa Rica

· flag

+ Comment

Erika Steinvorth · 6 months ago 

I like the idea, specially because snail mail seems to be a thing of the past. I am in Central America,

Costa Rica... I want to participate but I do have to warn you that my husband's family from England has

sent us things that seem to get lost on the way, so I wouldny want to spoil the chain. Then again, I think

that a pack of chocolates is more appealing to steal than a bracelet or hat.

So I am down if you are down with the risk ;)

And the garment, what if it was a tshirt, Yogita's hat or supermarket bag where everybody that wears it

can stitch something representing their location ? 

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

There is always risk for the shipment to be lost on way. We'll see how lucky we are.

Stitching anything really appeals to me. It makes the garment precious. Every peer adds

his/her, in some ways, piece into, but I couldn't manage how to overcome the limitation of size,

gender etc.

· flag
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+ Comment

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Thank you all for ideas about the garment. Please vote the items you want, if none, I'll do my best for

alternatives. Any feedback is appreciated.

1

2

3
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What do you think about stitching as Małgorzata and Erika mentioned above? After choosing the item I'd

like to discuss how to communicate and how to array the participants for shipment.

· flag
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Yogita Lall · 6 months ago 

Love the way this idea is being built together :) 

vote for number 5 - presumme its a scarf and therefor light weight, so relatively easier to

post around.

Also could not wear leather items, or ivory type items.

Małgorzata Budzik-Płatek 

love the idea of buttons or beads from different countries - would suggest add them to the

ends of the scarf, so its easier to tie or use. 

· flag

Nil Saygın Yalın Signature Track · 6 months ago 

I'll go with the scarf too. braceletes won't be noticible in picstures. hat is fun, but not easy to

ship, scarf is smooth and can be used as many different ways.

vote for 5!

· flag

Judit Bajza · 6 months ago 

vote for 5 :)

· flag

+ Comment

Małgorzata Budzik-Płatek · 6 months ago 

I really like the first one, but if it's from real lether I'm afraid I couldn't wear it. Also number 5 is great - the

colour is nice and for me seems unisex. As for the stitching something (if we all agree to do so) - maybe

colourful buttons (e.g. representing colours from our countries' flags), a patch, pin button or something

like that?

· flag

+ Comment

Elena Cano · 6 months ago 

What about making a photo of the selected garment and then send it to the participating peers. You

would use it in a way similar to those epoch photos you do in some tourist spots and fun fairs, where you

put your face and hands behind a cardboard  Middle Age cavalier sketch. Every peer would take a photo

of him or herself in his favourite spot and them combine it with the shared garment image as if he or she

would be wearing it. They can also add a writen message. I know this would involve a bit of techy

knowhow, but it would help to do the DSD on time. I hope you understand my idea. 
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· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Hey Elena,

I like your idea but I had to planned it so much before if I could think the way you did.

· flag

+ Comment

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

My choice is 5 too (bracelets' leather parts are probably imitation)

What do you think about a blog for communication? A site may be useful to upload photos and to write

something about the experiment if one wishes. In order to array shipments, posting time on this

forum (Hasan - Dina - Judit - Nida - Vinnie - ...) or kind of a draw may be used for arraying. It is better to

refresh the list of participants because some of us might have changed their idea.

· flag

+ Comment

Nida Ahmad · 6 months ago 

Guys I really wanna be a part of this.. But can you all tell me if postage and shipping would cost too

much? I am sort of on a very low budget here. Also I might happen to move back to India very soon.. So

is there any way for me to be still the part of the plan. Help here plz.

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Nida, supposing the fee up to 10 $ isn't surprising I think. If the fee costs more or if such a fee

is still expensive, we can decide anywhere next to U.S.A. or India for the cheapest option.

In my opinion national services are cheaper than others - like UPS, DHL, FedEx etc.

· flag

+ Comment

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 6 months ago 

Now it's time to talk about the plan.

Garment: The scarf which is unisex, free of size and light (no 5).

Line: A draw that arrays participants for shipment.

Communication: A mail database to share shipment adresses.

Privacy: A peer can only see the previous and the next peers' adresses if it is shared by mail.

Presentation: A wordpress blog which includes photos and stories of every peers.

I've been waiting for few days to get any feedback about the project. I am looking forward to sending the
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garment to first peer. So if you have any doubts/ideas, please let me know before starting, because it

seems participants are demotivated.

Instead of writing down your mails here, you can send yours to me (hasanhuseyinyagci@gmail.com) and

I can reply all to you have the database.

· flag

Yogita Lall · 6 months ago 

Excellent Hasan

Don't worry, I don't think people are demotivated, just busy with DSD 2 and perhaps, like me,

their internet connection has been affected by rainy weather :) 

So far atleast 4 of us are still keen, based on votes and comments...will email you with my email

addy.  Think we should aim for the shortest possible post links that would end back with you.

· flag

Nil Saygın Yalın Signature Track · 5 months ago 

Hasan, sorry about late feedback, you should know how our agenda is fulled with these

elections.. Anyway.. I guess i will be the first peer with being in İstanbul.. I will drop you an e-

mail with address details..

· flag

+ Comment

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 5 months ago 

Uhm Nil, we've given a start to project few days ago. It is on the way of South Africa now. I might have

announced it here if I could arrange my works -busy agenda as yours, too.

We created a blog (thank you Yogita for the name) to follow where the scarf is and to share our stories

online. There is nothing on blog except "about" section for now, I should post my story soon.

Yogita and Małgorzata are on the line. They have really cool ideas about the project, I am impatient to

seeing their posts. If you are still in, just send mail to join mail group and then you can share your adress

with Małgorzata.

About cargo details: the package is 0.16 kg and costs 10.65 TL (~5 $) from Turkey to South Africa by

Turkish National Post Service as registered post. It may take 2-3 weeks to receive it.
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· flag

+ Comment

Judit Bajza · 5 months ago 

Hello Guys

Sorry i missed a few updates, because i got a new job :)

so what is line what we will follow?

I mean who will send scarf to who?

and i'm sorry but this blog is cannot be found

"It seems we can’t find what you’re looking for. Perhaps searching can help."

Cheers

· flag

Hasan Hüseyin YAĞCI Signature Track · 5 months ago 

Hi Judit,

I've received your mail, after replying your message here I am going to share mail database

with you. The blog still exists but just has no post -lazy me, I wrote on "about" section and that's

all we have so far.

The line is Yogita - Małgorzata - Nil ? (she didn't send a mail yet) and you. If Nil changes her

idea, you will receive the post from Małgorzata. You can exchange your adress with her (or Nil)

by mail.

Stitching some items at the end of scarf was last update. Every fellow can personalise it if

wishes, so my mom helped me to stich buttons to symbolise Turkish flag. When checking the

code it seems Yogita is still waiting for the post.

Best wishes for the new job,

Cheers.
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